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435.

ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. xι. Part ιι. (1869), pp. 290—323. Read November 11, 1867.]The notion of the six coordinates of a line was, so far as I am aware, first established in my paper “ On a new analytical representation of Curves in Space,” Q,uart. 
Math. Jour. t. ill. (1860), pp. 22δ—236, [284] ; see p. 226, where writing p, q, r, s, t, u ∖SC Ι∕ Z vS∖for the six determinants of the matrix ∖ ’ H I remark that these values ^ive1«, ∕5> 7. δ ]identically + g-i + ru = 0; and I consider a cone as represented by a homogeneous equation F^ = 0 between the six coordinates (p, q, r, s, t, τι); and many of the investigations of the present memoir, in which these coordinates are employed, have been in my possession for some years past. But these coordinates presented themselves independently to Prof. Plticker, and the theory of them is set forth in his most interesting and valuable memoir, “ On a new Geometry of Space,” Phil. Trans, t. CLV. (186δ), pp. 725—791 ; the course of development there given to the theory is however altogether different from that in the present memoir. They have also more recently been made use of in a paper by Herr Liiroth, “ Zur Theorie der windschiefen Flachen,” 
Grelle, t. lxii. (1867), pp. 130—152.I have in the present memoir applied these coordinates to the question of the Involution of six lines; the notion of this relation of six lines is due to Prof. Sylvester, to whom it presented itself in the year 1861, in connexion with a theorem in the 
Lehrbuch der Statik, by Mobius (Leipzig, 1837), that if four forces acting on a solid body are in equilibrium the lines along which the forces act are the generating lines of a hyperboloid. Prof. Sylvester was thereby led to consider six lines such that (regarding them as lines in a solid body) there exist along them forces which are in equilibrium; and he thence obtained, by the statical considerations reproduced in the present memoir, the construction (when five of the lines are given) of a sixth line to pass through a given point or to be situate in a given plane.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 67
Article, Nos. 1 to 8. The Six Coordinates of a Line ; definition and general notions.1. Using any quadriplanar coordinates {x, y, z, w) whatever, consider a line; on the line two points the coordinates of which are (a, β, 7, δ) and (α', β', f, δ') respectively; and through the line two planes, the equations whereof are (A, B, C, y, z, w) = 0,and (Λ', B', G', D''^x, y, z, w) = Q respectively; yve have

2. From the first and second equations, eliminating successively Λ. B, C, D, yve find(A, B, G, D)≈a,

and from the third and fourth equations we find the like system with (A', B', G', D') in place of (A, B, G, D}. Comparing the corresponding equations of the two systems, we find an equality of ratios, as will presently be mentioned.3, From the first and third equations, eliminating successively α, β, 7, δ, we find

and from the second and fourth equations we find the like system with (α', β', δ')in place of (a, β, y, δ); comparing the corresponding equations of the two systems, we find the same equality of ratios as before, viz.4. This is 
and putting each of these two equal sets of ratios

= a : h : c : f ’ g '. h,then the quantities (a, b, c, f g, Λ), which it is easy to see satisfy the condition+ + 9—2 
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G8 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435are said to be the ‘ six coordinates ’ of the line : as only the ratios of the six quantities are material, and as the last-mentioned equation establishes a single relation between these ratios, the system of the six coordinates contain four arbitrary ratios or parameters, for the determination of the particular line.5. A line is thus determined by its six coordinates (a, h, c, f, g, Λ), which are such that of A l>g ÷ ch = 0; and conversely any six quantities (a, b, c, f, g, h} satisfying this relation may be taken to be the six coordinates of a line.6. It is proper to show that the ratios a : b : c : f : g : h are independent of the particular two points on the line, or two planes through the line, used for their determination. In fact, if instead of the points 
we have any other two points on the line, say the points 
then the six determinants have their original values each multiplied by λp — μv; and the ratios are unaltered.And the like is the case, if instead of the planesA, B, G, D,

A', B', G', D',we have any other two planes through the line, say the planes 
the determinants have their original values each multiplied by λp — μv; and the ratios are unaltered.7. It may be remarked, that the theory of the six coordinates considered as derivedfrom the two points (a, β, γ, δ), (α', β', f'∕', Z'}, and as derived from the two planes (A, B, C, D}, {A', B', G', D'}, is precisely the same in each case; and we may confine ourselves to the first point of view, regarding therefore the six coordinates as derived from the two points (a, β, γ, δ), (α', β∖ ry', I further remark, that I do not atpresent in anywise fix the absolute magnitudes of the coordinates (a, b c, f, g, h}: it is only the ratios that we are concerned with.8. The values of the ratios a '. b '. c '. f : g ∖ h of the six coordinates do however depend on the particular coordinate planes x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, w = 0, made use of for their determination; and in the sequel it will be necessary to investigate the 
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 69formulae of transformation to a new set of coordinate planes = 0, = 0, 2^0 = θj = θ∙ And I shall also show in what manner the absolute magnitudes of the coordinates may be fixed. But deferring the consideration of these questions, I consider the planes 
X = 0, y = 0, z = 0, w = 0 as given planes, and take the six coordinates (a, 6, c, f, g, K) 
oi a line to be determined as above in reference to these given planes, the absolute values of these coordinates remaining indeterminate, and their ratios only being attended to. And I proceed to consider the various questions which present themselves in the geometry of the line, considered as thus determined by means of its six coordinates (a, b, c, /, g, Λ).

Article, Nos. 9 to 18. {Various Sub-headings.) Elementary Theorems.

Condition that a line may be in a given plane.9. Taking the line to be (a, 5, c, / g, h), the equation of the given plane to be
{A, B, G, y, z, w) = Q∖then if {a, β, γ, δ), {a', β', y, δ') are the coordinates of any two points on the line, we have the system of equations ante, No. 2, and substituting therein for βy — β'y, 

&iic. the values (a, b, c, f, g, h), yfQ find! 0, c, -5. / (A, B, C, D) = Q-,∖ - c> θ, O', gI b, — a, 0, hi -/ -9, θwhich equations, equivalent to a twofold relation, are the required condition. It may be remarked that, treating {A, B, G, D) as current plane coordinates, each equation of the system is that of a point lying in the line.
Condition that a line may pass through a given point.

10. The coordinates of the given point are taken to be (a, β, γ, δ). If
{A, B, C, D^^x, y, z, w) = 0, {A', B', CΓ, B'^x, y, z, w) = (>,are the equations of any two planes through the line, then we have the system of equations ante No. 3, and substituting therein for AB’ — A'B, &c. their values in terms of the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h) of the line, we have 

which equations, equivalent to a twofold relation, are the required condition. It is obvious that, treating (a, β, y, δ) as current point coordinates, each equation of the system is the equation of a plane through the given line.
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70 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435
Condition for the intersection of two lines.11. The coordinates of the lines are taken to be (a, δ, c,f g, h∖ and (σ,, c,,f^,g,, h),respectively. If (a, β, y, δ), (α', β', f, are the coordinates of any two points in the first line, and (α^, β^, δj, (a,β ββ <yβ δ∕), are the coordinates of any two points on the second line, then the four points are in a plane, that is, we have 

that is, expanding the determinant and substituting for βf — β'^∕, &c. and ∕3^γ∕-∕3∕γ^, &c. their values in terms of the coordinates of the two lines respectively, we have 
or, as this may also be written.
for the condition that the two lines may intersect.12. The same result will be obtained if we take 
for the equations of any two planes through the first line, and 
for the equations of any two planes through the second line. The four planes will meet in a point, that is, we have 

or, expanding and substituting, we have the same condition as before.13. In the case of any two lines (a, b, c, f, g, Λ), and (α, b^, c^, f^, g^, hβ, we may define the ‘ moment ’ of the two lines to be the function 
it being understood that we have not as yet any complete quantitative definition of the moment; this being so, we have, in what precedes, the theorem that the moment of two intersecting lines is = 0.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 71
Plane throτιgh two intersecting lines.14. Let (j4, B, G, y, z, w) = 0 be the equation of the plane through thetwo intersecting lines (a, b, c, f, g, h) and (α^, b^, c^, g^, h^. Nie have two systems of equations, as in No. 9, and comparing the corresponding equations of the two systems, we find in the first instance 

where λ, μ, r, p, are in the first instance unknown; the different sets of ratios are of course identical in virtue of the relation 
and comparing them we have equations which lead to the values of λ, μ,, v, p; and we thus obtain more completely.

15. It is in these equations easy to verify the identity of the different sets of values: we ought, for instance, to have 
that is.
and, observing that 
the left-hand side is

Point on two intersecting lines.1G. Let (a, β, γ, δ) be the coordinates of the point of intersection of the two intersecting lines (a, b, c, /, g, ∕<) and (α^, 5,, c,, /, g^, hβ. have two systems of 
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72 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435equations such as in No. 10, and comparing the corresponding equations of the two systems, we find 

where L, M, N, P, are in the first instance unknown; but, comparing the different sets of values, we have equations for finding the values of these quantities, and we thus obtain the more complete system 

where it is to be observed that the right-hand side considered as a matrix is the transposed matrix of that which occurs in No. in the formula for A : B : G : D. The verification of the identity of the different sets of values can of course be effected as in No. 15.
Expression for an arbitrary plane through a line.17. The condition in order that the plane (A, B, G, D^^x, y, z, w) = 0, may pass through the line (a, b, c, f g, Λ), is the twofold relation given, No. 9; it is satisfied by any one of the four systems

A : B : G z D

and consequently also by
A : B : G : D =

or, what is the same thing, by
A : B : G : D =

where (ξ, rj, ζ, ω) are arbitrary: there is, however, no loss of generality in putting any two of these quantities = 0.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 73

Expression for an arbitrary point in a line

is. The condition in order that the point (a, β, γ, δ), may lie in the line (a, b, c, f, y, h), is the twofold relation given, No. 10; it is satisfied by any one of the four systems 

and consequently, also by 

or, what is the same thing, by 

where {x, y, z, w) are arbitrary : there is, however, no loss of generality in putting two of these quantities = 0.
Article Nos. 19 to 25. Geometrical considerations in regard to three, four, five, 

and six lines.Before proceeding further, I will establish certain geometrical notions in regard to three, four, five, and six lines. I use the term ‘ tractor ’ to denote a line which meets any given lines.19. Three given lines have an infinity of tractors; viz. these are the generating lines of a hyperboloid having the three given lines for directrices.20. Four given lines may be directrices (generating lines) of the same hyperboloid, viz. every tractor of any three of the four lines is then a tractor of all the four lines. But in general, four given lines have a pair of tractors; viz. considering the tractors of any three of the four lines, these form a hyperboloid having the three lines for directrices; the fourth line meets this hyperboloid in two points, and the generating line through either of these points is a line meeting each of the four given lines, that is, it is a tractor of the four given lines.
c. VII. 10
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74 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [43521. The fourth line may however touch the hyperboloid; and in this case, instead of a pair of tractors, the four lines have a twofold tractor. The relation of the four lines to each other is a symmetrical one; and we have thence the theorem, that if any one of four given lines touch the hyperboloid through the other three lines, then will each of the four given lines touch the hyperboloid through the other three lines. But the relation to each other of four lines having a twofold tractor may be otherwise expressed as follows; viz. considering a tractor of the four given lines, each line determines with the tractor a point, the intersection of the line and tractor; and it also determines a plane, viz. the plane containing the line and tractor; we have therefore a range of four points on the tractor, and a pencil of four planes through the tractor; and if the tractor be a two-fold tractor, the range and pencil will be homographic; and conversely, if the range and pencil are homographic, the tractor will be a twofold tractor. This is easily obtained as a limiting case from the general one where the four lines have a pair of tractors; each line determines with the one tractor a point and a plane as above, and this plane intersects the second tractor in a point; we have thus through the first tractor a pencil of planes, and on the second tractor a range of points, and these two are homographic. But, in the case of a twofold tractor, the range on the second tractor coincides with that on the first tractor; that is, the range of points on the tractor is homographic with the pencil of planes through the tractor.22. Given any four lines, and a point 0, then either in the general case where the four lines have a pair of tractors, or in the special case where they have a twofold tractor, there exists and can be found through the point 0 a single fifth line such that the five lines have (as the case may be) a pair of tractors, or a twofold tractor. And similarly, given the four lines and a plane Ω, there exists and can be found in the plane Ω a single fifth line such that the five lines have (as the case may be) a pair of tractors, or a twofold tractor.23. Five given lines have not in general any tractor; the five lines may be directrices (generating lines) of the same hyperboloid, and they have then an infinity of tractors; or they may have a pair of tractors, viz. the fifth line may be a line meeting the tractors of the other four lines; or (as a particular case of the last relation) the five lines may have a twofold tractor; or the five lines may have a single tractor.24. Given any five lines and a point 0; then, selecting any four of the given lines, we may through 0 draw a line having with the four lines a pair of tractors. Treating in this manner each of the five sets of four lines, we obtain through the point 0 five lines constructed as above; we have the theorem which will be proved in the sequel, that these five lines lie in a plane Ω. And similarly, given the five lines, and a plane Ω, then selecting any four of the five lines, we may in the plane Ω draw a line having with the four lines a pair of tractors; treating in this manner each of the five sets of four lines, we obtain in the plane Ω five lines; and we have then the theorem that these five lines meet in a point 0.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 75

25. In the case of six given lines, we may have between the lines the like relations to those for the case of five given lines; or we may have the more general relation of the involution of six lines, depending on the last-mentioned theorems, viz. given any five lines, and the point 0 or the plane Ω, then determining in the one case the plane ∩ and in the other case the point 0, and taking as a sixth line any line whatever through the point 0 and in the plane Ω, the six lines are said to be in involution, or to form an involution of six lines. I now revert to the analytical theory of the line.
Article Nos. 26 to 51. (Various sub-headings.} Cases of a linear relation or linear 

relations between the six Coordinates.26. If the coordinates (a, b, c, f g, Λ) of a line are regarded as variable quantities connected by a-single equation or by two or three equations, we have a system of lines with three or two arbitrary parameters or with a single arbitrary parameter; and so if there are four equations the system consists of a determinate number of lines. For a linear relation, the coefficients may be either· (F, G, H, A, B, C}, not the coordinates of a line, that is, not satisfying the relation AF-{- BG + CH ≈ 0, or they may be the coordinates of a line, satisfying the relation in question. I consider the several cases in order as follows :
Linear relation (F, G, H, A, B, Cfa, b, c, f, g, h^} = 0, where (A, B, C, F, G, H} 

are not the coordinates of a line.27. Considering any six lines which satisfy the relation in question, we may eliminate the coefficients F, G, H, A, B, C, and thus obtain an equation V =0, where V is. the determinant formed with the coordinates of the six lines; this ’ equation, regarding therein the coordinates of five of the six lines as given, is in regard to the coordinates of the remaining line, say the original line (a, b, c, f, g, Λ), a linear relation equivalent to the original linear relation (F, G, H, A, B, C~^a, b, c, f, g, h)=(i. The equation in its new form, viz. the equation V = 0, establishes between the six lines a relation which is in fact the relation of involution already referred to; viz. it will be shown in the sequel that, starting from the equation' V =0 as the definition of the relation of involution, we are led to a construction for a line in involution with five given lines the same as the construction explained ante No. 25.
Linear relation (F, G, H, A, B, C'^a, b, c, f, g, h}=(), where (A, B, C, F, G, H) 

are the coordinates of a line.28. The linear relation expresses that the two lines (a, b, c,f g, hi^A, B, C, F, G, H)intersect, or what is the same thing, that the line (a, b, c, f g, Λ) is any line whatevermeeting the line (A, B, C, F, G, H}.

Two linear relations (F , G , H , A , B , C ](α, b, c, f g, h} = 0,(Fl, Gι, Hy, Al, Bl, Cι'^a, b, c, f, g, h) = Q,

whei'e the two sets of coefficients respectively are or are not the coordinates of a line.
10—2
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76 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [43 529. If the two sets of coefficients are each of them the coordinates of a line, then the two equations express that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h} is any line whatever cutting each of the two given lines. And the general case is in fact reducible to this particular one; for suppose that neither set of coefficients belongs to a line, then we may from the two given linear relations form the relation 
and if the ratio λ : λj be properly determined, then (λA + λιAι,...) will be the coordinates of a line. This will in fact be the case if 
that is, if 
a quadric equation giving two values of the ratio λ : λj, that is, two linear relations in each of which the coefficients are the coordinates of a line: we have thus two derived lines, and the line (a, b, c, f, g, λ) meets each of these derived lines.There is no real difference if one or the other of the given systems of coefficients, say the system (A, B, G, F, G, H), are the coordinates of a line. We have then 
ΛF+BG + GH = Q', the quadric equation in λ : λι has a root λj : λ = 0, and rejecting it, the other root is determined by a simple equation : this only means that the line (A, B, C, F, G, H} is itself one of the two derived lines.But there is a real difference in the case where the equation in λ : λj has equal roots; to explain this special case, observe that if in the general case we consider the two derived lines as a pair of tractors of any four lines, then the linear relations express that the line (a, b, c, f, g, Λ) has with these four lines a pair of tractors; and in the special case under consideration the linear relations express that the line (a, b, c, fy g, h) has with the four lines, or (what is the same thing) with any three of them, that is with some three lines, a twofold tractor. According to what precedes (No. 21), the construction of the line (a, b, c, f, g, h} is in fact as follows, viz. if on the twofold tractor considered as given, we take a series of points p, and through the tractor, homographic with the range, a pencil of planes P, then the sought-for line will be any line through a point p, in the corresponding plane P. But it is proper to give an analytical proof of the construction.30. I observe that we may without loss of generality assume A^F^ + B^Gy + GJP = 0, and this being so, the condition for the equality of the roots of the quadric equation is

ΛF, + BG, + C∕7ι + FA, + BG, + C*Zf, = O,that is, writing {g^, bχ, Cj, g^, in place of (Aj, B^, F^, G^, 1P}, the case inquestion may be taken to be that of
Two linear relations(∕ι, 91, hy, a^, ∖, c,^a, b, c, /, g, h} = Q, 

{F, G, H, A, B, C^a, b, c, f, g, h}≈Q,
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 77

where (oj, ∖, Cj, ∕j, 5^1, Λι) are, {A, B, C, F, Q, H} are not, the coordinates of a point, 
and where 
that is, where the twofold derived line is in fact the original line

31. To simplify, we may take aj=O, y = 0 for the equations of the line; the coordinates of the line then are (αj, h^, Cj, f, g^, Aι) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1). Taking more- over χ = (), g=Q, - =-^ for the coordinates of the point ρ, and ~ = fθι* the equation of the plane P, the homographic relation of the point and plane is given by an equation of the form or, as this may be written.
where H and ω, being each multiplied by 0, do not really enter into the equation.The equations of any line whatever through the point p and in the plane P 
τaay be written βx — ay=Q, A'x + B'ιji^z-yω=^∖ where A∖ B' are a⅛itraryr hence arranging the coefficients in the order 
the coordinates (a, 6, c, f, g, h'} of the line in question are 
so that we have 
and morever the homographic relation, replacing therein the arbitrary quantity ω by 
A α + Pβ, becomes
Hence the linear relations satisfied by the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h} oi the line in question are 
with the coefficients 
values which satisfy the condition
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78 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435Hence the line (a, b, c, f, g, Λ) through the point p and in the plane P is a line the coordinates of which satisfy two linear relations as mentioned in the heading; and the theorem is thus proved. The demonstration would be simplified by taking, as is oc Ύallowable, the homographic relation to be ^β~ ∙32. It appears from the foregoing examination of the case of two linear relations that in the following cases of three or more linear relations there is no real loss of generality in assuming that the coefficients of each set are the coordinates of a line; for if originally this be not so, we have only to replace the given relations by linear functions of these relations, and to assign such values to the multipliers λ, λι, λ,... as in each case to make the new coefficients to be the coordinates of a line; and as there are two or more arbitrary ratios λ : λι : λ., ... to be assigned at pleasure and only a single condition to be satisfied, no cases of failure can arise. The remaining cases may consequently be stated in a more simple form.
Three linear relations, the coefficients of each set being the coordinates of a line.33. The three relations express that the line (a, b, c, f, g, lι) meets each of the three given lines; that is, that the line is any generating line of a hyperboloid having the three given lines for directrices.
Four linear relations, the coefficients of each set being the coordinates of a line.34. The four relations express that the line (a, b, c, f g, Λ) meets each of four given lines; or what is the same thing, that the line is a tractor of four given lines. It is to be noticed that the four linear relations serve to express the ratios 

a ; b : c : f : g : h linearly in terms of any one of these ratios, or what is the same thing, to express the several ratios in terms of an arbitrary ratio u : v. Substituting the resulting values in the equation α∕+ bg + ch = 0,we have a quadric equation for the determination of the remaining ratio, or of the ratio n : v; and then each of the ratios of the coordinates can be expressed rationally in terms of either root of the quadric equation ; we thus obtain the coordinates of each of the two tractors of the four given lines; or we have a complete analytical solution of the problem, to find the tractors of four given lines. The quadric equation may have equal roots ; that is, the four given lines may have a twofold tractor, which is then determined linearly.35. The theory of the linear relations of the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, K} of a line may be considered in a different manner. It will be convenient to take the different cases in a reverse order, beginning with the extreme case (not before mentioned) of a fivefold relation and ascending to the case of a onefold or single relation.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE, 79

Case of the fivefold relation.36. The fivefold relation α, b, c , f, g , h =Q,

bj, Cl; fl, gι, hlexpresses that the quantities (a, b, c, f, g, h} are proportional to («i, Cι, ∕ι, gι, hi). 
A.S the former set are by hypothesis the coordinates of a line, the given set (oj, bι, Cι,fι, gι, Jh) must, it is clear, also be the coordinates of ∙a line, and the relation then expresses that the line (a, b, c, f g, h) coincides with the given line.

Case of the fourfold relation,37. The fourfold relation isα, b , c , f, g , h

bl, Cl, fl, gι, hl 

b^, Cn, f, g-2, h^

or what is the same thing, we have the six equations λα + λιαι + λo⅜ = θ, <Src., involving the indeterminate quantities λ, λj, λ∏∙ If the coefficients(«1, Cl, f, g-i, hl), {a., b.,, C2, fl g^, h.^are not either set the coordinates of a line; then substituting the foregoing values— λα = ∖ιθι + λ.2«2, in the equation α∕++ cA = 0, we have a quadric equation in(λι : λ2) : and for each root of this equation, the coefficients Xiai+^a.,, &c. will be the coordinates of a line. There are thus in general two derived lines; and the fourfold relation expresses that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) coincides with one or other of these derived lines. There is no real difference if one or the other of the two sets ((tι, bl. Cl, jι, gι, Λι), (α∏, b.^, c^, f, g<ι, h^, or if each set, are the coordinates of a line;one of the derived lines or both of them will in these cases coincide with one orboth of the given lines. And if the quadric equation has equal roots, then instead oftwo derived lines there is a twofold derived line, and the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) mustcoincide with this twofold line.38. A case presenting peculiarity is however that in which the coefficients of the quadric equation vanish identically; this is only so when the coefficients («j, bι, Cι,f,gι, h^ and (flj, 63, Co, y*2, <7s, Ao) are the coordinates of two intersecting lines. The equations— λα = λι«ι + AjOj, &ic. here show that every line whatever which meets each of the two lines (αj, bι, Cι, f, gι, fh) and («ο, b.,, c», f, g^, h.^ meets also the line (a, b, c, f g, h)∖ that is, the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) is any line whatever in the plane and through the point of intersection of the two intersecting lines. We sec moreover that not only«1/2 + big, + C1Λ2 + ¾A + + cjii = 0,
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80 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435but also that α∕i + bg^ + ch^ + fa^ + gb^ + ckι = O and ¾f2 + bg2 + ch^ + + ∂∖ + c⅛2 = θ 5 that is, the moment of each pair of lines is = 0. It may be remarked that the ratios λ ; λι : λ2 may be determined from any two of the six equations
but that in consequence of the moments being each = 0, there is not for the determination of these ratios any such set of equations as occur in the cases subsequentlyconsidered of a threefold relation, &c.39. In what follows we have three or more sets («i, ∖, Cι, fι, g^, &c.; and wemay without loss of generality assume that each of these are the coordinates of a line : forreplacing the several coefficients a^, ... by linear functions /ijOi + ∕Λ2⅜ +/^3^^3+the multipliers may be determined so that these are the coordinates of a point: and since for each set there is only a single condition to be satisfied by the two or more ratios μ,γ : : ∕X3..., it is easy to see that no cases of failure will arise.

Case of the threefold relation.40. The threefold relation isα, b , c , f, g , h j = 0,
bl, Cl, fl, gι, hl

ct'i, b2, C2, f2, g2} h2®3, b^, C2, fz, g^, h^where (αj,...), («2, .-.)((i3,...) are each the coordinates of a line. Here writingλ<X -}- ∖ιdι -∣- ^2^2 ^l^ = 0. .. ,it is clear that every line which meets each of the lines (θι,...), («2,···), (cis, ∙∙∙) will also meet the line (a, b, c, f g, h)', the lines which meet the first-mentioned three lines are the generating lines of a hyperboloid having these three lines for directrices, and it hence appears that the line (a, b, c, f, g, K} is any directrix line whatever of the hyperboloid in question.41. Using the notations 01, 02, 12, &;c. to denote the moments of the several pairs of lines, viz. 01 = a fl ÷ b g^ + c h^ + fa^ + g b^ + h Cι,12 = α√2+ b^g2 + Cl h2 +fa2 + 5'ι 62 + Al C2,&c.,then from the equations λα + λι»! + λ2α2 +λ3α3 = O, &c., we deduceλιθl + λ2θ2 + λ3θ3 = θ,λlθ + . + λ2i2 + λ3i3=0,λ20 + λι21 . + λ323=O,λ30 + λι31 + λ232 . =0,
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 81and hence eliminating λ, λι, λ2, λ3, we find. 01, 02, 03 =0,10, . 12, 1320, 21, . 2330, 31, 32, .a relation between the moments satisfied in virtue of the given threefold relation; but which as a mere onefold relation is of course not equivalent to the threefold relation. It will subsequently appear that the equation expresses that any one of the four lines, say the line (a, b, c, /, g, h) touches the hyperboloid having the other three lines for generatrices ; this condition is satisfied in virtue of the threefold relation which, as we have seen, expresses that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h} lies wholly in the hyperboloid in question.42. The last mentioned determinant is the Norm of 
so that the equation may be written 
or, what is the same thing.
it being of course understood that the signs of the radicals must be determined in accordance with this equation; we then find 
or say 
in fact, substituting these last values in the linear equations for λ, λj, λ3, we find that the equations are all satisfied in virtue of the single equation

Ca^e 0/ the twofold relation.43. We have here
a, c, /, g, h =0,

> ^1, ^1, /, gι, hl

βj, ^2, C2, /, ffi>

j ¾, ⅛, C3, /, g^, h3

i CI4, ^4, C4, ∕twhere («i, ...) (θa,...) («3,...)(«4, ∙.∙), are each the coordinates of a line. Here, writingλa + λιiiι ^b ^1^ λ3U3 + ∖ιθι = 0 5
c. VII. 11 
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82 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [43δit is clear that every line which meets each of the four given lines, will also meet the line (a, 1), c, f, g, h)', but the only lines meeting the four given lines are two determinate lines, the tractors of the four given lines; and the conclusion is, that the line (a, h, c, y, g, h} is any line whatever which meets the two tractors.44. If, however, the four given lines have a twofold tractor, then the line (a, b, c,f, g, h) is still a line having two conditions imposed upon it; it is in fact a line determined as in No. 21, viz. if on the tractor we take a series of points p, and through the tractor a series of planes P, corresponding homographically to the points, then the line (a, b, c, f, g, lι) is any line through a point p, in the corresponding plane P.4.5. Using as before 01, 02, ... 12, <fec. to denote the moments of the several pairs of lines, we have 

and thence also 

a relation between the moments satisfied in virtue of the original twofold relation ; but which, as a single equation, is of course not equivalent to the twofold relation. It is in fact easy to see that this equation expresses «that the five lines have a common tractor; this is true, since in virtue of the twofold relation there are really two common tractors.I have not obtained from the linear equations any symmetrical expressions for the ratios λ : λ, : λ, : λ3.
Case of a onefold relation.46. The onefold relation is

tt , b , c , /, g , Λ I = 0,
> > Cl, /1, g^, hl

b^, c∙2, f^·, g∙2, Ii2

a∙ι, b^, c∙2, f, g^,

Ci, fi, gi, hi

l>i, Ci, fi, g^,
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 83where (a^, ...), («2, ..∙)> ∙∙∙), {cn> ∙∙∙X («5, ∙∙∙), θaθh the coordinates of points in a line.The preceding inode of dealing with the question is inapplicable, since there is not in general any line which meets the five given lines ; in the particular case, however, where the five given lines are met by a single line, say when they have a common tractor, then the line (a, b, c, f, g, Λ) is any line meeting this common tractor. The general case is that of the involution of six lines, mentioned No. 2δ, and the consideration of which was deferred.47. The onefold relation implies that we can find multipliers λ, ∕t, v, p, σ, τ, such that 

we may by means of the last five equations determine the ratios of λ, μ, v, p, σ, τ, viz. these quantities will be proportional to the determinants formed out of the matrix 

and the first equation is then a linear relation in (a, b, c, f, g, h), expressing the relation that exists between these coordinates.48. Consider an arbitrary point 0 on the line (a, b, c, f, g, b); taking this point as origin, the coordinate.s of 0 are 0, 0, 0, 1; and if x, y, z, w, are the coordinates of any other point on the line, then writing 
we findand the equation 
becomes simply px -f- σy + τz = 0 ; viz. this equation expresses that the line (a, b, c, f, g, h), assumed to pass through a given point 0, lies in a determinate plane ∩ through this point.49. To construct this plane ∩, I consider any four of the five given lines, say the lines 2, 3, 4, δ, and I endeavour to find the line OQi through 0, which has with these lines a pair of tractors; qiul line through 0, the coordinates of the line in question may be taken to be 0, 0, 0, (where 1∖, G^^ Hi, are in fact the11—2
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θ4 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435coordinates x, y, z, of any point on the line OQj); and then the condition for the pair of tractors may be written 

where p^, Ps∙∙∙ are arbitrary coefficients; and we hence deduce
but in precisely the same way, if the line have with the lines 1, 3, 4, 5, a pairof tractors, and if F^, G^, be the coordinates of a point on the line OQ2> andsimilarly for the lines OQ3, OQ4, OQ5, and the coordinates G-,, H3∖ {Fi, Gi, Hi}
{t∖, G^, Hi), we have

and these equations show that the five lines OQι, OQi, OQ^, lie in the plane 
so that this plane is given as the plane through the lines OQχ, OQ2, OQi, OQi, and we haVe thus (given the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and the arbitrary point 0) the construction of the line (a, b, c, f, g, h) through 0 in^involution with the given lines.50. The original onefold relation may be replaced by the six equations 

and hence denoting as before the moments by 01, 02, 12, &c. we have
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 85which lead to . 01, 02, 08, 04, 05 =0,10, . 12, 13, 14, 1520, 21, . 23, 24, 2530, 31, 32, . 34, 3540, 41, 42, 43, . 4550, 51, 52, 53, 54, .a relation between the moments equivalent to the original onefold relation, and consequently expressing that the six lines are in involution. I have not obtained a symmetrical system of values for the ratios λ : λι ; λa : λ» : λ4 : λ5.51. Reverting to the relation which exists between the point 0 and the plane Ώ, it is proper to remark that, since to any given point 0 there corresponds a single plane ∩, and to any given plane ∩ a single point 0, it follows that the point 0 and plane ∩ are reciprocal figures ; viz. they' are reciprocals of the particular kind treated of by Mobius, wherein the reciprocal of a point is a plane through the point, and the reciprocal of a plane a point in the plane; and of which the analytical character is that the reciprocal of the point (a, β, 7, δ) is the plane

Article No. 52. A geometrical property of an involution of six lines.52. The figure of six lines in involution is connected in various ways with the theory of cubic curves in space, for instance, considering a point A of the curve, this determines with any given line I a plane meeting the curve in two other points, and the line λ which joins these two points may be called the projection of the line I. This being so, if in any osculating plane of the cubic we have six lines, I, 1^, I2, l^, l^, l^, tangents of a conic in that plane, the six projections λ, λj, λj, λ3, λ4, λ5 of these tangents will be a set of lines in involution, ι do not stop to prove this theorem or to develope any of its consequences^
Article No. 53. To find the condition that four given lines may have a twofold tractor.53. Taking the coordinates of the given lines to be(f∕, 6, c, f, g, hf (<i], 61, Cl, y*ι, g^t h^), («2, h.^, c^, f, g^, h^, (uj, 63, c^, f, g^, Λg)
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86 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435then if (A, C, F, G, H} be the coordinates of a tractor of these lines, we have

In virtue of these relations the ratios A : B ; G : F : G : H are given linear functions of any one of these ratios or of an arbitrary ratio w : υ; and we then have 
AF+BG + CIi = Q, a quadric equation for determining the unknown ratio. In the case of a twofold tractor, this equation must have equal roots; whence employing as usual the method of indeterminate multipliers, we find

Hence representing as before the moments of the pairs of lines by 01, 02, &c., we deduce 

so that, as already mentioned, we have 

as the condition that the four given lines may have a twofold tractor.
Article Nos. 54 to 56. Hyperboloid passing through three given lines.54. The direct investigation is somewhat tedious; but I write down, and will afterwards verify, the equation of the hyperboloid passing through the three given lines (<Zι, bγ, Cl, gι, ∕iχ), (<Z2) b^, C2, g^, A2)) (¾, b^, C3, y*3, g^, h^,Writing for shortness {agh}, &c. to denote the determinants
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87435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE.the equation of the hyperboloid is

In fact, we have
where a, &c. stand for a^, &c. and gh, &c. for gJι^ — g3h2, Hence the foregoingequation may be written

δδ. This is
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88 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [43556. Hence writing 

the foregoing equation is 

or, collecting and arranging, this is

which is satisfied by X = Q, K=0, Z=0, ΤΓ = Ο; that is, since (a, b, c, f, g, h) have been written in place of (cq, bι, Cι, hj), by JΓι = O, Fj = O, Zι = 0, l^ι = 0 (if -wethus denote the corresponding functions of (a^, bι, Cj, ∕ι, g^, hi}}, that is, the hyperboloid passes through the line («i, b^, Cι, fι, gι, h^∙, and similarly it passes through the other two lines.
Article Nos. 57 and 58. The six coordinates defined as to their absolute magnitudes.

bl. In all that precedes, the absolute magnitudes of the coordinates have been left indeterminate, only the ratios being attended to. But the magnitudes of the six coordinates may be fixed in a very simple manner as follows; viz. using ordinary rectangular coordinates, then for any line, if x^,, y^, are the coordinates of a particular point on this line, and α, β, γ the inclinations of the line to the axes, the coordinates of another point on the line are 
and hence writing 
we have

Or we may take
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 89values which of course satisfy, as they should do, the relation af -∖- bg + ch = 0. It is hardly necessary to remark, that the values of α, b, c are not altered on substituting for ⅜, 2∕o, the coordinates zrθ + scosα, yo + scos β, of any other point onthe line.58, Considering any two lines (a, b, c, f, g, h}, (αj, 5ι, c^, g^, h-β, if we definethe moment of the two lines to be the product of the perpendicular distance into the sine of the inclination of the two lines, then we have. Moment= α∕ι + bgi + chi + /uj + gbι + hcι,viz. we have now a quantitative definition of the function of the coordinates previously called the moment of the two lines.For the demonstration of this formula it is to be remarked, that taking on the first line a segment of the length r, the coordinates of its extremities being (xq, z^) and (iCo + 't' cos α, go + r cos β, 2∙q + r cos g},and on the second line a segment of the length Γι the coordinates of its extremities being and (xq +rj cosaj, g^ + Γι cos βι, z^ + Tι cos 71) and joining the extremitiesof these segments so as to form a tetrahedron, the volume of the tetrahedron is= ⅛>'Λ (√ι + bgi + chi -^faι + gbι + hcι).But the volume of the tetrahedron is also equal to ∣ of the product of the opposite edges into their perpendicular distance into the sine of the inclination of the two edges ¢); that is, it is = ∣7Tι into the moment of the two lines, and we have thus the formula in question.
Article Nos. 59 to 75. Statical and Kinematical Applications.The coordinates (a, b, c, g, h), as last defined, are pecidiarly convenient in kinematical and mechanical questions, as will appear from the following investigations.59. Using the term rotation to denote an infinitesimal rotation, I say first that a rotation λ round the line (a, b, c, f, g, h} produces in the point {x, g, z} rigidly connected with this line the displacements

* I take the opportunity of mentioning a very simple demonstration of this formula : taking the opposite 
edges to be r, r,, their inclination =0, and perpendicular distance = ft; the section of the tetrahedron by a 
plane parallel to the two edges at the distances z, h-z from the two edges respectively is a parallelogram, 

the sides of which are ——- and -J- respectively, and their inclination is = ; the area of the section is 
h h

therefore U’sin ¢. 2 (ft-2) and the volume of the tetrahedron is =-lsin0∣ z(h-z)dz, =lrrιhsinθ. The 

same result is however obtained still more simply by drawing a plane through one of the tw’o edges perpen
dicular to the other edge; the volume is then equal to the sum or the difference of the volumes of two 
tetrahedra standing on a common triangular base; and the required result at once follows.

C. VII. 12
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90 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435In fact assuming for a moment that the axis of rotation passes through the origin, then for the point P coordinates x, y, z, the square of the perpendicular distance from the axis is 
and the expressions which enter into this formula denote as follows; viz. if through the point P at right angles to the plane through P and the axis of rotation we draw a line PQ, = perpendicular distance of P from the axis of rotation, then the coordinates of Q referred to P as origin are 

respectively. Hence the foregoing quantities each multiplied by λ are the displacements of the point P in the directions of the axes, produced by the rotation λ.60. Suppose that the axis of rotation (instead of passing through the origin) pass through the point {x^, y^, ; the only difference is that we must in the formulawrite {x y — y^, z — z^} in place of {x, y, z): and attending to the significations of the six coordinates, it thus appears *hat the displacements produced by the rotation are equal to λ into the expressions 
respectively; which is the theorem in question,61. I say secondly that considering in a solid body the point {x, y, z} situate in the line (a, h, c, f, g, K), and writingα, b, c, f, g, h = z cos β — y cos 7, a; cos y — z cos a, y cos α — a; cos β, cos a, cos β, cos 7, then for any infinitesimal motion of the solid body the displacement of the point in the direction of the line is 
where p, q, r, I, m, n are constants depending on the infinitesimal motion.In fact for any infinitesimal motion of a solid body the displacements of the point (zr, y, z} are
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 91and hence the displacement in the direction of the line is 
which attending to the significations of (a- b, c, f, g, K) is 
and we have thus the theorem in question.62. It tiius appears that for a system of rotationsλj about the line

,>&c.the displacements of the point (x, y, z} rigidly connected with the several lines are 

and when the rotations are in equilibrium then the displacements (3x, Zy, of any point {x, y, z) whatever must each of them vanish; that is, we must have 
which are therefore the conditions for the equilibrium of the system of rotations Aj, A2, iSbC.63. And it further appears that for a system of forces acting on a rigid body,λι along the line

»&c.the conditions of equilibrium as given by the Principle of Virtual Velocities is 
or what is the same thing, that we have 
for the conditions of equilibrium of the system of forces λ,, λ2, &c. The conditions of equilibrium are thus precisely the same in the case of a system of rotations (infinitesimal rotations) and in that of a system of forces.64. It now appears that the greater portion of the investigations in the first part of the present paper are applicable, and may be considered as relating, to the e(juilibrium of forces (or of rotations; but as the two theories are identical, it is sufficient to attend to one of them), and that we have in effect solved the following 12—2 
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92 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435question, “ Given any system of two, three, four, five or six lines considered as belonging to a solid body, to determine the relations between these lines in order that there may exist along them forces which are in equilibrium but for greater clearness I will consider the several cases in order; it is hardly necessary to remark that when the forces exist the equilibrium will depend on the ratios only, and that the absolute magnitude of any one of the forces may be assumed at pleasure.65. The condition in the case of two lines is of course that these shall coincide together, or form one and the same line; and the forces are then equal and opposite forces.66. In the case of three lines, these must meet in a point and lie in a plane; and the force along each line must then be as the sine of the angle between the other two lines.67. Supposing that the forces are λ along the line (a, h, c, f, g, Λ), λj along theline («1, 6j, Cι, fχ, h^, and λ, along the line (αj, ∖, c^, the conditions ofequilibrium are λα + XiUj -1- ‰o-2 = 0,......... λΛ + ∖hι + = 0, any two of which determinethe ratios λ : λj : ‰; these ratios were not worked out ante No. 38 for the reason that with the coordinates there made use of, a symmetrical solution was not obtainable; but in the present case, selecting the last three equations, these are 

giving in the first instance an equation which expresses that the three lines (assumed to meet in a point) lie in the same plane: and then if 01, 02, 12 be the angles between the pairs of lines respectively, giving by an easy transformation

68. Putting for shortness A, B, G in the place of 12, 20, 01 respectively, we thence find 
that is 
equivalent to Λ + B + G = 2τr; and then from the first and second equations 
which is the required formula.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 9369. In the case of four given lines the condition (as noticed by Mobius) is that the four lines shall be generating lines of the same hyperboloid. In fact every line which meets three of the four lines must also meet the fourth line; for otherwise the moment of the system about such line would not be = 0. Calling the lines 0, 1, 2, 3 and writing as before 01, 02, &c. for the moments of the several pairs of lines, then taking the moments of the system about the four lines respectively, we obtain directly the before-mentioned system of equations 

leading as before to the relation 
and to the values 
for the proportional magnitudes of the forces. These last equations give 
which, representing each force by a segment on the line along which the force acts, denotes that the tetrahedron of any two of the forces is equal to the tetrahedron of the other two forces; this is in fact equivalent to the theorem of M. Chasles, that if a system of forces be in any manner whatever reduced to two forces, the tetrahedron formed by these two forces has a constant volume.70. In the case of five given lines, the lines must have a pair of tractors. Any four of the lines have in fact two tractors; and each of these tractors must meet the fifth line, for otherwise the moment of the system about the tractor would not be = 0. In the case where the four lines have a twofold tractor, the foregoing consideration shows only that the fifth line meets the twofold tractor, but it fails to show that the twofold tractor is a twofold tractor in regard to the fifth line.71. I stop to consider this particular case under the present statical point of view. Taking the twofold tractor for the axis of z; let the line 0 meet this line in the point (0, 0, c), the coordinates (a, 5, c, /, g, h) of this line being consequently(c cos β, —c cos α, 0, cos α, cos β, cos γ)and the like for the other four lines 1, 2, 3, 4. Using the sign 2 to refer to the last-mentioned four lines the equations of equilibrium become
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94 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435These equations give 
we may without loss of generality take the homographic conditions which express that the axis of z is a twofold tractor of the four lines to be 
and this being so, the last-mentioned equation becomes 
and it thus appears that the axis of z is a twofold tractor in regard also to the line 0.72. In the ease of six lines such that there exist along them forces which are in equilibrium, taking this as a definition of the involution of six lines, we may very readily obtain from statical considerations the before-mentioned construction of the sixth line; viz. it may be shown that given any five of the lines, say the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, .5 and a point 0, we can through the point 0 determine a plane il, such that any line whatever through the point 0 and in the plane Ώ is in involution with the five given lines. Consider the tractors of any four of the lines, say the lines 2, 3, 4, δ ; we may through the point 0 draw a line OA meeting the two tractors; that is, the lines 2, 3, 4, 5 and the line OA will have a pair of common tractors. There consequently exist along these lines forces which are in equilibrium; and since only the ratios are material, the absolute magnitude of the force along the line OA may be anything whatever. Similarly, considering the tractors of the lines 1, 3, 4, 5, and through 
0 a line OB meeting these tractors, then there exist along the lines 1, 3, 4, δ and the line OB forces which are in equilibrium, and the absolute magnitude of the force along the line OB may be anything whatever. Hence, combining the two sets of forces, we have, along a line through 0 in the plane OA, OB, but otherwise indeterminate in its direction, a force in equilibrium with forces along the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ ; that is, the line found as above is a line in involution with the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ.73. It is to be added, that through 0 we cannot, out of the plane OA, OB, draw a line in involution with the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ ; for if any such line OK existed, then we should have along each of the lines OA, OB, OK forces in equilibrium with forces along the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ; and the magnitudes of the three forces being each of them anything whatever, it would follow that along any line whatever through the point 0 there would exist a force in equilibrium with forces along the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ; that is. any line whatever through the point 0 would be a line in involution with these lines.74. It hence appears, that drawing OA to meet the tractors of 2, 3, 4, δ; OB to meet those of 3, 4, δ, 1; 00 to meet those of 4, δ, 1, 2; OB to meet those of δ, 1, 2, 3; and OK to meet those of 1, 2, 3, 4; the lines OA, OB, 00, OB, OE will be in one plane, say the plane Ω: and that any line through 0 in the plane ∩ will be a line in involution with the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, δ.
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 9575. There is another statical representation of the involution of six lines. If a system of forces act on a solid body, then taking six lines at random, the system will be in equilibrium if the sum of the moments be = 0 in regard to each of the six lines. But if the six lines be in involution; then, for the very reason that a rotation about one of these lines is resolvable into rotations about the other five lines, if the sum of the moments be = 0 for each of the five lines, it will also be = 0 for the sixth line: that is, it is not sufficient for the equilibrium of the forces that the sum of the moments shall be = 0 for each of the six lines. And we thus see that six lines in involution are lines such that the equilibrium of a system of forces about each of the six lines as axes does not insure the equilibrium of the system.
Article Nos. 76 and 77. Transformation of Coordinates.76. Reverting to the general definition of the six coordinates (a, Z>, c, f g, hi} of a line by means of the points (a, β, γ, δ) and (α∖ β', f, δ') on the line; suppose that instead of the original coordinate planes x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, w = 0 (forming a tetrahedron 

ABGD}∖nq have new coordinate planes ⅜=0, y^= 0, 2'o = O, = 0 (forming a tetrahedron AoRo^o-Oo); and that the relations between the two sets of current coordinates are given by the equations 

with, of course, the like relations between the original coordinates (a, β, 7, δ) and new coordinates («ο, βo, 7o, δo), and between the original coordinates (α', /S', 7', δ') and the new coordinates {af βf yf δo'), of the two points on the line (a, b, c, f g, h} ∖ then taking (uq, bo, Cq, fo, go, ho} as the new values of the six coordinates of the line, viz. writing 
we obtain a system of formulae which may be conveniently written as follows;

viz. the top line stands for (/^21^3-/13^2)(10 + (1^2^3-1/3X2)δθ+&c., other lines areobtained from this by mere alterations of the suffixes.
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96 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [43577. As to the interpretation of these formulas, taking
A B G I) as the fundamental tetrahedron for
AqBqCqDq ,, „then

whence, observing that the second and third equations belong to two planes each passing through the line DΛ, it appears that the coefficients
are the six coordinates of the line DA, expressed in regard to the tetrahedron 
(AoBqGoDo) ; and similarly that the coefficients in the six expressions of the transformation formula are the six coordinates of the lines AD, BD, CD, BC, CA, AB respectively in regard to the tetrahedron (A^BoCoDo).In the preceding formulae for the transformation of coordinates the ratios only have been attended to, no determinate absolute magnitudes have been assigned to the coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, A). But I will nevertheless show how we may attribute absolute magnitudes to these coordinates.

Article Nos. 78 to 80. New definition of the six coordinates as to their absolute 
magnitudes.7δ. I assume {x, y, z, w) to be “volume” coordinates; viz. taking as before ABGD for the fundamental tetrahedron, and denoting the point (x, y, z, w} by P, I assume that we have

where PBCD, (fee. denote the volumes of the several tetrahedra PBGD, &c. It is to be noticed that the volume is in every case taken with a determinate sign: analytically the sign may be fixed by taking {x^, ya, zA, &c., as the Cartesian coordinates of the points A, (fee. and writing

(whence of course PBGD = PCI)A = — PCBD, according to the rule of signs); or we may in an equivalent manner, but less easily, determine the sign, by considering the sense of the rotation about CD (considered as an axis drawn from G to D) which would be produced by a force along PB (from P to B).
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435] ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. 9779. It is to be observed that the foregoing values give identically x -V y A z + w = ^i-, so that the equation of the plane infinity is ic + y + 2^ + w = O. The values of the coordinates (x, y, z, w} may be written
X : y : z : w : 1 = PBGD ■. PGAD - PABD : PGBA -. ABGD∙,

or in the original form
X ; y : z : w : 1 = PBGD : APGD : ABPD : ABGP : ABGD,as may be most convenient.80. Denoting the points (a, β, y, δ) and (a, β', y, δ') by Q, Q' respectively, we have α : /3 : γ : δ : 1 = QBCD : AQGD : ABQD : ABG(^ : ABGDand

a! β' ∙. Υ = Q'BGD : AQ'GD : ABQ'D : ABGQ' : ABGD,and writing(a, b, c, f, g, lι} = {βy' - β'y, ya! - y'a, aβ' - a!β, aδ' - a'δ, βS' - β'8, γδ' - y'8),viz. the two sets being taken to be equal, a = βy — β'y, &c. instead of merely proportional, then it is easily seen that we obtaina: b ■. c ∖ f '. g ∙. h : 1
≈AQQ'D ■. Q'BQD : QQ'GD : QBGQ' : AQGQ' : ABQQ' ∙. ABGD,that is, in order to form the first six combinations we successively replace

{B, Q, {G, A∖ {A, B∖ (A, D∖ {B, D∖ {G, D}in ABGD by (Q, Q').

Article No. 81. Resulting formulce of Transformation.’ 81. For the transformation of coordinates if we assume
Λ7 =(λι, ∕Xι, 1^1, Pι](θ7o, y^, Zq, W^,
y — (^) g>2t ^2, P2]I )t )»

= (^3, ∕⅞> ^3) Ps^ » ),
W = (∖i, μ,i, Vi, pfi „ ),and take also (a, b, c, f, g, h), («ο, bo, Co, f, go, K) respectively equal, instead of merely proportional, to the foregoing values, then, observing that for the point Ag we have 

(⅜, yo, Zo, Wo) = {f, 0, 0, 0) we see that λ,, λ2, λg, λ4 are the A BCD - coordinates of 4o; and the like as to the other sets of coefficients; viz. we haveλ, : λ, : λ3 : λ, : 1 =AoBGD : AAoGD z ABAoD : ABGAo '. ABGD

P"∖ ∙ P'3 ∙ 1^3 ∙ P'i ' ≡ ‘ ” " ” >> * ” ' ”

Pl ∙ P3 ∙ Ps ’ Pi ’ ” ' ” ”
c. VII.
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98 ON THE SIX COORDINATES OF A LINE. [435and we hence find
μv v∖ ∖μ, ∖p μ,p vp23 ■ 23 ■ 23 ■ 23 ■ 23 ’ 23 ’

= AB,G,D : √lCoΛD : AA,B,D ■. AA,D,D : AB,D,D : AG,D,D : ABGDviz. multiplying the last-mentioned set of terms by AqBqGqDq÷ABGD^ in order to make the last term equal to unity, we see that the coefficients , &c. are equal
Λ B G Dto {ABGD∖ — coordinates respectively of the line AD by meansof the points A, D thereof. And similarly in the six expressions which enter into the

Λ B G D formula of transformation, the coefficients are = θ (AB(7D)o — coordinatesof the line AD in regard to points A, D thereof
„ „ B, D „

„ CD „ G, D „

„ BG „ B, G „

., GA „ G, A „

„ ΛB „ A, B „The foregoing theory of the transformation of coordinates seemed to me interesting for its own sake, and I have developed it in preference to the more simple theory which might easily be established of the case in which the coordinates are quantitatively defined as being equal to(^oθθs β -y<i cos γ, ⅜cos7 — ^0cos Of, cosβ- Xqcos α, cosα, cosβ, cosy)respectively.
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